Abstract. Microtearing modes (MTMs) are unstable in the shallow gradient region just inside the top of the pedestal in the spherical tokamak experiment MAST, and may play an important role in the pedestal evolution. The linear properties of these instabilities are compared with MTMs deeper inside the core, and further detailed investigations in s-α geometry expose the basic drive mechanism, which is not well described by existing theories. In particular the growth rate of the dominant edge MTM does not peak at a finite collision frequency, as frequently reported for MTMs further into the core. Our study suggests that the edge MTM is driven by a collisionless trapped particle mechanism that is sensitive to magnetic drifts. This drive is enhanced in the outer region of MAST at high magnetic shear and high trapped particle fraction. Observations of similar modes in conventional aspect ratio devices suggests this drive mechanism may be somewhat ubiquitous towards the edge of current day and future hot tokamaks.
Introduction
Initial analytic studies suggested that tearing modes should be stable at high binormal perpendicular wavenumber, k y , due to increased field line bending [1] , leading to a focus on larger scale, "gross" tearing modes. A kinetic study of the tearing mode found that an energy dependent collision operator could lead to an additional drive from the electron temperature gradient [2] . This drive can overcome the stabilising influence at large k y , allowing unstable microtearing modes (MTMs) to exist. The parameterν = ν ei /ω, is important for MTMs, where ν ei is the electron-ion collision frequency and ω is the frequency associated with the mode. Analytic treatments in the collisional (ν ≫ 1), semi-collisional (ν > 1 andν ≪ k 2 v 2 th,e /ω 2 ) and collisionless (ν ≪ 1) regimes were performed in slab geometry [3] . Here the instability arises due to the time dependent parallel thermal force providing an asymmetry in the parallel force on electrons as a consequence of the energy dependence of the collision operator [4, 5] . In the absence of collisions this asymmetry disappears and the slab drive is therefore expected to vanish for sufficiently smallν. Likewise largeν becomes stabilising as the collisions prevent the electrons from building a perturbed current. Kinetic calculations in large aspect ratio toroidal geometry revealed an additional drive mechanism that depends on trapped particles and is effective in the banana regime,ν < r/R = ǫ [6] .
The trapped particles themselves do not carry the perturbed current but collisions generate the instability by allowing current to grow in the barely passing particles close to the trapped-passing boundary, in a process that remains effective even forν ≪ 1. This effect is found, for realistic tokamak parameters, to be lost at higher collision frequencies in the collisionless regime,ν < 1 <ν/ǫ [7] . Importantly combining the slab and trapped particle drive mechanisms leads to an MTM growth rate which peaks forν ∼ O (1). Observations of a strong inverse collisionality dependence of the thermal confinement time made on both MAST [8] and NSTX [9] may be consistent with simulations showing MTM driven transport increasing with ν ei [10] .
Fully electromagnetic gyrokinetic simulations are now able to study microtearing modes numerically in experimentally relevant scenarios. Linear gyrokinetic studies have found unstable MTMs in a wide range of equilibria including at mid-radius in spherical tokamaks (STs) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , in simple large aspect ratio shifted circle model equilibria [15] , towards the edge in ASDEX Upgrade [17] and during improved confinement in reversed field pinches (RFPs) [18, 19] . MTMs exhibit tearing parity, where in ballooning space the perturbed parallel magnetic vector potential, A , is even in the ballooning co-ordinate θ. This is associated with reconnection at the rational surfaces generating small scale island structures.
When the amplitude of these islands is sufficient they will overlap to generate a stochastic field, which gives rise to significant electron heat transport [20] . Estimates of the electron thermal diffusivity in NSTX based on a model of stochastic field transport [21] are found to be within a factor 2 of the experimental levels over a region in which MTMs are the dominant instability [22] . The first successful nonlinear simulations of microtearing turbulence [23, 24] indicate that, in the absence of sheared flows, the associated electron heat flux can indeed be significant, and within the range of experimental observations. The effect of sheared equilibrium flows is not yet clear, with conflicting findings emerging from these studies. The dependence of microtearing turbulence on electron beta, β e = 2µ 0 n e T e /B 2 , normalised inverse electron temperature gradient scale length L ref /L Te (where L Te = T e /(dT e /dr) and L ref is a reference equilibrium length), and collision frequency, ν ei [10, 25] is broadly consistent with previous linear studies [15] [16] [17] . Whilst these gyrokinetic simulations agree qualitatively with the two drive mechanisms discussed earlier, through the dependence of the MTM growth rate, γ MTM , onν, the existence of a critical dT e /dr and the observation that ω ∼ ω * e , there is evidence that magnetic drifts, which have not been adequately treated analytically, are also important [15] . In particular, the energy dependence of the collision operator is vital for both analytic drives but in numerical simulations this had little impact in the presence of magnetic drifts [15] . Indeed it was found that both magnetic drifts and the perturbed electrostatic potential, φ, could be destabilising, and in the absence of both of these effects the MTM was found to be stable [15] . It is likely that there are multiple mechanisms occurring simultaneously to drive (or damp) MTMs, with the local parameters determining the relative contribution of each mechanism. This can lead to different scalings of γ MTM with equilibrium parameters, depending upon which mechanism is dominant. For example, Ref. [25] notes that φ is destabilising for low safety factor, q 3, but stabilising for q 3, suggesting that the dominant driving mechanism may be undergoing a transition as q varies. Whilst two MTM drive mechanisms have been uncovered by analytic theory, it seems that additional mechanisms, involving magnetic drifts, are absent from the existing literature.
Recent linear gyrokinetic studies of the edge plasma region in MAST [26] and JET [27] utilising the fully electromagnetic initial value gyrokinetic code GS2 [28] have found unstable MTMs in the shallow gradient region at the top of the pedestal, where they may play an important role in the pedestal evolution [29, 30] . This paper provides an in-depth study of such edge MTMs, which whilst related, exhibit significant differences to the more familiar MTMs in the core. In both edge and core cases the A eigenfunctions peak around θ = 0 and decay by θ = ±π. Figure 1 , on the other hand, shows that φ is considerably less extended in θ in the edge than in the core, amplifying a similar trend observed in comparisons of φ from MTMs at r/a = 0.6 and r/a = 0.8 in NSTX [16] . The electrostatic potential perturbation, φ, due to MTMs from linear GS2 simulations of MAST at (a) ψ N =0.58 (shot #27905) and (b) ψ N =0.94 (composite based on shots #24452, #24459 and #24763, see Ref. [26] ).
It should be noted that the magnetic shear,ŝ, is much larger in the edge than in the core, and in both locations φ extends in θ to include contributions from large normalised radial wavenumber, k x ρ i =ŝθk y ρ i ∼ O 10 2 , where ρ i is the ion Larmor radius. The radial wavenumber approaches k x δ 0 ∼ O (1), where the semi-collisional width δ 0 [3] is defined:
with the shear length, L s = Rq/ŝ. These cases are both in a similar collisionality regime asν = 0.26 and 0.44 for the core and edge cases respectively. In section 2 we introduce a local equilibrium from the MAST edge that is unstable to MTMs, and reduce this to a simpler model equilibrium with similar microstability properties. This provides a reference equilibrium for detailed linear gyrokinetic studies, presented in section 3, that probe the basic driving mechanisms for MTMs in edge plasmas. Final conclusions are presented in section 4
Equilibrium parameters and simplifications
We base our studies on a reference local equilibrium from the plateau region at the top of a MAST H-mode pedestal, which is unstable to MTMs ‡. The reference flux surface is ψ N = 0.94 at the midpoint during the ELM cycle, with the equilibrium parameters given in table 1. The growth rate spectrum peaks at k y ρ i ∼ 3.5 §, and is ‡ A full account of the equilibrium reconstruction from MAST data is given in Ref. [26] . shown in figure 2 (a). The minimal equilibrium conditions necessary to drive MTMs unstable are sought by progressively simplifying the equilibrium assumptions. Sensitivity to flux surface shaping is investigated by fitting the reference MAST equilibrium using the simple s-α shifted concentric circle model [32] . This model allows easy independent control of the main equilibrium parameters: safety factor q; magnetic shearŝ = rq ′ /q (where ′ = d/dr); inverse aspect ratio ǫ = r/R (which sets the trapped fraction); normalised pressure gradient α =Rq 2 β/L p ; normalised inverse temperature and density gradient scale lengths
The circle is a crude fit to the edge of MAST, as illustrated in figure 2(c) which compares this fit with the experimental flux surface. The γ MTM spectrum for the circular fit is shown in figure 2(b). There is a significant shift in the k y ρ i at which γ MTM peaks relative to the shaped surface case, but the magnitudes of γ MTM (and ω) are within a factor 2. This is consistent with previous studies showing that shaping is not essential for MTMs [15] . In this s-α model equilibrium, figure 2(b) shows that calculations with fully kinetic and purely Boltzmann ion responses yield very similar γ MTM spectra. Previous simulations of MTMs in the core also found that γ MTM is insensitive to including fully kinetic ions as the ion response is close to Boltzmann [15] [16] [17] . In early treatment § MTMs with peak growth rate at kyρ i ≫ 1 have also been found to dominate close to the core of NSTX plasmas [31] .
of collisionless and semi-collisional MTMs the kinetic ion response was neglected [3] , but was found to be strongly stabilising when ρ i > d [33] , where d is the width of the current layer associated with the mode. Inspection of the A eigenfunction, for the dominant MTM in this s-α equilibrium, provides an estimate of the current layer width, d ∼ 0.4ρ i . If the current layer width were as narrow as δ 0 , estimated from (1) as δ 0 /ρ i ∼ O 10 −2 , the kinetic ion response would be expected to be stabilising in the model of Ref. [33] , but this stabilising effect was not observed in our simulations with kinetic ions. Figure 2 (b) also shows that the growth rate is insensitive to including compressional magnetic perturbations, B , and only weakly sensitive to including the electrostatic potential, φ, which has a modest impact on the frequency spectrum (not shown). Subsequent simulations in this paper will use the s-α equilibrium model, retain φ, and neglect the kinetic ion response and B .
The studies of section 3 are based on scans around the reference equilibium, during which MTMs can become subdominant to other instabilities. GS2 is an initial value code, and subdominant MTMs are tracked in this up-down symmetric equilibrium, by filtering to keep only the component of the nonadiabatic perturbed distribution function with odd parity in the parallel direction. These are tearing parity modes (i.e. modes where φ is odd and A is even about θ = 0). Finally both the semi-collisional width, δ 0 , and the collisionless width, δ n = ρ e 2/β e , are resolved by using a domain that is sufficiently extended in θ, (−11π < θ < 11π).
Linear mode analysis
There have been several linear gyrokinetic studies of how MTM stability depends on equilibrium parameters [15] [16] [17] . Here we explore a new region of parameter space, by moving to extremely low aspect ratio and high magnetic shear, which characterises the MAST edge.
Temperature and density dependence
A finite electron temperature gradient is essential for both MTM drive mechanisms described in section 1, with the onset of instability arising above a threshold gradient. The MTM's real frequency, ω, is predicted to vary approximately linearly with the electron diamagnetic frequency, ω * e , with a precise relationship that depends on the driving mechanism.
Scans have been performed by varying the normalised gradient length scales,
at fixed values of all other parameters . The resulting growth rate spectrum in figure 3(a) shows a finite threshold temperature gradient that increases with k y , and that γ MTM increases monotonically above this threshold. Figure 3 [15, 16] . In both scans ω is found to be reasonably well described by ω * e (a + bη e ) where η e = L ne /L Te , in qualitative agreement with analytic predictions.
The normalised pressure gradient, α, was held constant in these scans. 
Beta
γ MTM is insensitive to φ, and MTMs are driven by the magnetic perturbation, A . Therefore γ MTM will be strongly affected by β, which controls the strength of magnetic perturbations through Ampères law. Electromagnetic instabilities, like kinetic ballooning modes and MTMs, are typically unstable above a threshold β, with growth rates that then increase strongly with β [34] . This may explain discrepancies between different tokamaks in the observed confinement scaling with β [35] : increases in β that cross the threshold will increase transport whilst increases that remain below the threshold will have less impact (and may stabilise other instabilities [36, 37] ). The growth rates are shown for a range of k y values in figure 4 (a) for a scan in β e where α is scaled consistently. There is a clear stability threshold in β e , which increases approximately linearly with k y , above which γ MTM increases rapidly with β e . For sufficiently high β e , further increases in β e become stabilising, as was also seen in Ref. [15] . This stabilisation at high β e is stronger when α is scaled consistently than if α is fixed, which is consistent with magnetic drifts becoming more favourable at higher α [38] . The local minimum in γ MTM at β e ∼ 0.022 is only seen in the scan with α varying consistently, and not with α fixed.
Collision frequency
It has already been pointed out that collisions play an essential role in the existing analytic drive mechanisms for MTMs. Linear gyrokinetic simulations have generally reported growth rates that peak forν ∼ O (1), as may be expected from a mode driven by a combination of slab and trapped particle drives. Recent simulations have shown γ MTM dropping by only a factor of 2, as ν ei falls by over two orders of magnitude from its value at the peak [25] , which suggests that as the collision based drive is removed, a further substantial drive mechanism remains. Figure 4 (b) shows γ MTM as a function of ν ei for a range of k y ρ i values. Increasing the collision frequency well aboveν ∼ O (1) is stabilising. It is more striking that γ MTM for the dominant mode, and at several other values of k y , does not peak at finite ν ei , but remains constant or even slowly increases as ν ei decreases all the way to zero, which is in stark contrast to the "usual" core behaviour where γ MTM peaks atν ∼ O (1) (e.g. at mid-radius in MAST [15] ) ¶. In Appendix A it is demonstrated that this collision frequency dependence is robustly reproduced using grids with higher resolutions in velocity space. The trapped particle drive mechanism of Ref. [6] requires collisions and must vanish at ν ei ≡ 0: it therefore cannot be responsible for the instability seen here. A collisionless mechanism is required, which cannot rely on the time-dependent thermal force. A collision frequency scan for the fully shaped MAST edge equilibrium also finds that γ MTM peaks at ν ei ∼ 0, as for the edge s-α model equilibrium and in contrast to the ν ei dependence at mid-radius. Could the different dependences of γ MTM on collision frequency be explained by substantial differences between the core and edge values of inverse aspect ratio, ǫ = r/R, and magnetic shear,ŝ?
Aspect ratio (trapped particles)
Varying only the inverse aspect ratio, ǫ = r/R, in the s-α model, corresponds to changing the trapped particle fraction whilst holding all other parameters fixed. The results from this scan, illustrated in figure 5(a) , reveal a strong dependence of γ MTM on ǫ, and suggest that trapped particles are important to the linear drive for the reference value of ν ei . The decline in γ MTM with decreasing ǫ is nearly uniform for k y ρ i ≥ 0.5, but rather weaker at lower k y . This suggests that at low k y the trapped particle drive may be complemented by another mechanism at the nominal ν ei , which would also be consistent with figure 4(b) .
Ref. [15] found that trapped particles are destabilising forν ≪ 1, but stabilising forν 0.5 which is the reference collisionality regime here. Furthermore, the trapped particle drive was shown to be most effective at low ǫ (unlike in figure 5(a) ). This is consistent with the trapped particle drive mechanism of [6] , where the trappedpassing boundary provides an instability drive but the trapped electrons are themselves stabilising as, in this theory, they cannot carry the current perturbation. The situation ¶ γMTM for the lowest ky mode peaks at finite ν ei , and drops only slowly with decreasing ν ei , closely resembling the dependence presented in Ref. [25] .
is different for the MTMs studied here. Figure 5 Figure 5(b) shows how γ MTM for the dominant mode, at k y ρ i = 0.6, depends on ν ei and ǫ. The dependence of γ MTM on ǫ is strongest at low ν ei . At low ǫ the growth rate maximises at ν ei ∼ O (10), but at high ǫ the growth rate peaks at the minimum ν ei . Indeed for ǫ < 0.3 the MTMs become stable for sufficiently small ν ei , and a strong peak in γ MTM is seen forν ∼ 10, which is consistent with previous findings [15, 16, 25] . The role of ǫ in enhancing γ MTM should be most important near the pedestal region where the trapped particle fraction is maximised, especially in STs where ǫ approaches 1. The safety factor, q, and magnetic shear,ŝ, are significantly larger in the edge plateau of MAST than at the mid-radius surface studied in Ref. [15] . Figure 6 (a) illustrates, for a range of k y values, the complicated dependence of γ MTM on q. γ MTM exhibits multiple peaks at different q locations that vary with k y : e.g. the k y ρ i =1 mode has growth rate peaks at q ∼ 3 and q ∼ 9, and a local minimum at q ∼ 6. Interestingly the MTM is stable for q 2. These features may be related to the impact of q on bounce and transit frequencies, which are inversely proportional to q. Figure 6(b) shows results from a scan inŝ, and clearly indicates that each mode has a preferred value ofŝ that maximises γ MTM . The most unstableŝ decreases as k y increases, and at lowerŝ the peak of the γ MTM spectrum moves to higher k y ρ i . Changes inŝ affect the magnetic drift frequency, ω D , which in the next section will be shown to impact on the growth rate. In the simple s-α model used here the curvature and ∇B drifts have an equal velocity independent factor, D(θ), given at zero ballooning angle (θ 0 = 0) by:
Safety factor and magnetic shear
and combine to give the magnetic drift frequency,
A scan in drift frequency was performed by varying ǫ l around its reference value, ǫ l = 1.435, with all other parameters fixed. Figure 7 shows that the growth rate peaks at a particular ǫ l , which varies with k y , and that γ MTM is more sensitive to the drifts at higher k y . The peak growth rate occurs at a drift strength factor that decreases approximately linearly with k y , suggesting an optimal value of ω D for which γ MTM of each mode is maximised. This indicates that some form of drift resonance may be important. These MTMs are stable in the absence of magnetic drifts (i.e. ǫ l = 0), showing that the slab drive is insufficient for instability + . Independent scans in the magnetic drift frequencies for trapped and passing particles, reveal that γ MTM is most sensitive to the trapped particle drifts and that passing particle drifts are unimportant. We note that the magnetic shear scan of + In Ref. [15] a residual instability remained in the absence of magnetic drifts (provided φ was retained), which may be due to a stronger drive from more passing particles at lower ǫ. figure 6(b) was effectively a scan in the radial component of ω D , which is ∝ sin (θ)ŝθ from (2) . Therefore the similarity of figures 6(b) and 7 indicates that the radial component of the magnetic drift is the dominant influence on the drive mechanism. In ballooning space the radial wavenumber exceeds k y forŝθ > 1, which arises for θ > 0.13 in the edge, and for θ > 3.49 for the mid-radius MAST parameters of Ref. [15] . The radial component of the drift frequency for trapped particles is clearly more significant at the edge of MAST than at mid-radius. Trapped particles and their radial drifts seem to play an essential role in the MTM drive mechanism at large ǫ. Analytic theories of the MTM either neglect the magnetic drift frequency, ω D , or assume ω D ≪ ω. The magnetic drifts can neither be neglected nor treated as small for these edge MTMs. It is of direct interest to analytic theory to ask how the MTM mode frequency, ω, compares with the natural electron orbit frequencies: the bounce frequency, ω b , the drift frequency at θ = 0, ω D , and the precession frequency, ω p = ω D . Figure 8(a) shows where in velocity space each of these frequencies (which depend on v , v ⊥ and k y ) matches the absolute mode frequency for the k y ρ i =0.6 mode. The contours indicate that for a thermal electron ω D , ω b , ω p ∼ O (ω). All three resonances lie within the range 0.5v th,e − 3.5v th,e , and may therefore have significant impact.
Frequencies
This poses several thoughts for analytic theory. Firstly the perturbation changes significantly in one bounce period due to the proximity of ω and ω b . Bounce averaging, which is often used to simplify the trapped particle response, is therefore not appropriate here. Secondly the magnetic drift frequencies are of the same order as the mode frequency, and cannot be treated as small.
The current carrying asymmetry in the perturbed electron distribution function, δg, can be obtained from the non-adiabatic perturbed electron distribution function, g, via:
δg = |g(E, µ, +) − g(E, µ, −)| (3) where the arguments are energy, E, magnetic moment, µ, and sgn v . Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show δg normalised and evaluated at θ = 0 for MTM simulations respectively with and without collisions. Both plots indicate that the trapped electrons carry current. δg has clear peaks near the bounce/transit resonance, and significant amplitude around the thermal velocity. The discontinuity in δg at the trapped-passing boundary in the absence of collisions is smoothed on including collisions.
Impact of electron FLR effects
Whilst the characteristic binormal wavenumbers associated with these MTMs satisfy k y ρ e ≪ 1, higher values of the radial wavenumber, k x ρ e ∼ O (1), are needed to describe the φ eigenfunction at high θ. We have assessed the importance of electron FLR effects, which enter the linear drive terms of the gyrokinetic equation via Bessel functions, by repeating MTM simulations (with adiabatic ions and in the absence of collisions) with the Bessel function arguments multiplied by a factor X = (0.1, 1.0, 10.0). The X = 0.1 simulations produced eigenfunctions that were practically identical to those with X = 1.0, and figure 9 shows a negligible impact on the growth rate spectra. This suggests that electron FLR effects are not important for these MTMs. 
Conclusions
Gyrokinetic simulations have found that microtearing modes (MTMs) are unstable in both STs and large aspect ratio devices. Recent simulations find that MTMs are also unstable in the shallow gradient region just inboard of the MAST H-mode pedestal, which may impact on its evolution between ELMs. Analytic theory has proposed two different linear drive mechanisms for MTMs: one based on a simple slab model, and the other requiring trapped particles. Both mechanisms require a finite rate of electron-ion collisions (ν ei > 0) for instability. A detailed study of the basic linear properties of edge MTMs has been performed using a simplified circular s-α model fit to the local equilibrium at the edge of MAST. Consistent with existing MTM theories it is found that the mode frequency ω ∼ ω * e , and that the modes are unstable only if finite stability thresholds are exceeded in dT e /dr and β e . The growth rate's dependence on ν ei , however, is in conflict with existing analytic models. In both the s-α model equilibrium and the fully shaped MAST edge equilibrium, it is found that γ MTM for the dominant mode is maximised in the absence of collisions (i.e. at ν ei = 0), where the existing drive mechanisms should vanish. Trapped particles are essential to drive these MTMs, and sensitivity of γ MTM to the magnetic drift frequency suggests that a drift resonance may be involved. γ MTM rises with the trapped particle fraction, and the k y ρ i associated with the dominant mode drops with increasingŝ. The mode frequency and the thermal trapped electron bounce, precession and drift frequencies are all of the same order. To our knowledge this regime has not been addressed by an existing analytic theory. In present models the magnetic drifts are typically neglected or treated as small, and any trapped particle response is usually obtained using bounce averaging. Neither of these approximations are valid here.
The drive for similar MTMs, at k y ρ i ∼ O (1), should be enhanced in the high magnetic shear region of the edge plateau in tokamaks, and perhaps especially in STs. Similar MTMs have also recently been found unstable towards the edge of conventional aspect ratio tokamaks including JET [27, 39] and ASDEX Upgrade [17] , suggesting that this drive mechanism may have wide ranging significance.
Appendix A. Sensitivity of results to grid resolutions
The smallest resolved features in numerical simulations are limited by the grid. Collisions smooth fine scale features in velocity space, but at low collision frequency they may be insufficient to damp features at the grid scale. Such structures may, however, become limited by diffusion arising from the numerical scheme. If either of these unphysical grid dependent mechanisms were to influence our MTM simulations, the linear mode properties would be expected to vary with grid resolution. Figure A1 demonstrates that the dependence of γ MTM on ν ei (at k y ρ i =0.6) is not sensitive to increases in GS2 grid resolution parameters including: number of parallel grid points ntheta, which also determines the number of trapped pitch angles; number of passing pitch angles, ngauss; and the number of energy grid points negrid * . This suggests that our grid resolution has little impact on the linear properties of the MTMs computed here. Numerical dissipation is also introduced through upwinding in space and decentering in time, but has been shown to have negligible impact on our simulations. * See Ref. [40] for more details on the velocity space grid in GS2.
